
You love Glenalbyn Swimming Club and we love having your comments about this amazing club: 

 Let’s keep the comments civil, cordial and relevant to topic, so that we can have this open 

space for all to share. 

 Comments are monitored.  They will stay up if they stick to the topic and contribute.  We will 

have to delete them if they contain or link to abusive material, personal attacks, profanity or 

spam. 

 Comments cannot be used for advertising, so please don’t endorse, promote or solicit on 

behalf of a product or a service. 

 Your profile picture is displayed alongside your postings.  Posters with inappropriate profile 

pictures will be blocked from posting – remember, our audience  is a wide spectrum of age 

groups. 

 Facebook doesn’t like ‘fake’ profiles and neither do we.  Where we believe a person is using a 

‘fake’ profile we will report them to Facebook directly and prevent them from posting to the 

Glenalbyn site. 

 Whilst we at Glenalbyn have our own terms and expectations, so does Facebook.    

Facebook’s terms are available here http://www.facebook.com/terms.php and we expect 

posters to satisfy these terms. 

 People may have access to your profile information.  Whilst it is not possible (nor do we wish) 

to review all followers profiles .. anybody who is reported to us whom we deem to have 

inappropriate profile information will be prevented from posting. 

 You are able to post photos and videos to Glenalbyn Swim Club.  Please ensure that all 

content is appropriate – people who post inappropriate content will be prevented from 

posting further. 

 Respect copyrights.  Don’t post text, images or video that were created by someone else 

without proper attribution.  When in doubt, don’t post it! 

 Your postings are your personal opinion, thoughts etc and do not represent any official 

position on behalf of Glenalbyn Swimming Club. 

 As Facebook features continue to evolve, it is impossible to cater for every eventuality.  So, all 

we ask is that you are respectful and thoughtful in what you post. 

 Facebook offers comprehensive advice and help for users who need to report a violation – 

see here http://www.facebook.com/help/?page=798 We would also ask that you inform 

Glenalbyn Swim Club at the following email address: incident@glenalbynswimclub.com 
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